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Abstract At the Institute of Air Transportation Systems of the German Aerospace Centre (DLR), methods for collaborative design are systematically developed and assessed. These collaborative design approaches are used to gain
knowledge on the overall air transportation system. A collaborative working environment–the Integrated Design Laboratory (IDL) is established. It forms an experimental technical platform for integrating the competences of disciplinary experts
within DLR. Within the laboratory, technical solutions, collaboration methodologies and organisation of teamwork are provided and evaluated to enhance multimodal communication between specialists. In this paper, experiences from previous DLR projects as well as observations on similar facilities are used to identify
research areas. In a pilot study, requirements for the design room are laid out. The
initial setup of the laboratory is presented, after which a research roadmap for enhancing collaborative design at DLR is presented.
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1 Introduction
The topics Concurrent Design (CD), Concurrent Engineering (CE) and Simultaneous Engineering (SE) have been subject of research since the 1990s
[1,20,24,33]. These terms usually refer to a methodology that tries to integrate sequential design tasks into a more overlapping or even fully parallel organisation of
tasks originating from different product development or lifecycle phases. In addition, a tighter coupling between disciplines results in higher interdisciplinarity,
meaning an increased exchange of knowledge and application of trans-disciplinary
methods. In concordance with [7], the main change when employing CE tech1
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niques is to reorganise existing tools, human resources and knowledge to increase
overall efficiency of the design process. Upfront, parallel task organisation might
lead to an increase in communicative effort and organisational overhead per discipline. This effort is, however, expected to reduce risks from errors that otherwise
would be detected far later and thus lead to exponentially higher costs. Additionally, a reduction in development time and costs is usually expected after a period of
seemingly slower but highly involved cooperation.
Although the original application for the “concurrent” approach stems from
product design with manufacturing in mind, the idea of turning a sequential process into a parallel process has been adopted by many fields of research and development. These include the agile software development philosophy [8] and
business processes [11]. In this paper we focus on the integrated evaluation and
design of the air transportation system that is practised at the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR), Germany's national research centre for aeronautics and space.
At DLR, the need for quick and valid assessment and studies in interdisciplinary project work is seen as a necessity to design the air traffic system of the future. Separation into individual disciplines is a commonly established method to
decompose the complex design problems within aerospace sciences. With the current development of the Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) approach,
however, it is seen as a cultural shift to bring those increasingly detaching disciplines and technologies together, using improved knowledge management approaches for better communication between the disciplines [9]. These disciplines
include, but are not limited to, aerodynamics, structural mechanics, engine design,
and air traffic management. One challenge for any interdisciplinary approach
comes from the fact that the sub-disciplines are concerned with different subject
matters. For instance, aerodynamics concerns the flow of air around solid objects,
while structural mechanics analyses deformations and forces in structures.
A second challenge comes from the multiple levels at which sub-disciplines
may connect to each other. On one hand, the aforementioned two disciplines operate on the system level with regard to the aircraft. On the other hand, the aircraft is
a subsystem with respect to air traffic management and environmental impact considerations. A holistic approach, therefore, needs to account for system-of-systems
levels. While allowing to gain deep understanding of singular problems, the decomposition of the problem area “aerospace” into distinct disciplines is a major
obstacle to integral knowledge of complex problems today [9].
In order to approach the complex analysis of the entire air transportation system holistically, the Institute of Air Transportation Systems at DLR focuses on the
aggregation and integration of existing expert knowledge within DLR. Current investigations include design configurations for blended wing body and quiet short
take-off and landing aircraft, but also development of noise abatement techniques
and forecast of climate impact [22,23]. The ability to consider sub-system, systemof-systems, or global design levels is of paramount importance for performing
overall assessments in aircraft design.
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For many projects at DLR the concurrency aspect of CE applies very well,
since often many disciplines and stakeholders collaborate towards a common design goal simultaneously, while communication and coordination requirements are
necessarily high throughout the projects. Our approach differs, however, from the
idea of manufacturing since the results of design exercises are often virtual – there
is usually no physical airplane to be built – and design projects are characterised
by relatively long development times. The generated knowledge is used to assess
scenarios, consult policymakers and to share knowledge with industrial partners
and the scientific community. We suggest calling the highly integrated interdisciplinary design process employed in aerospace projects collaborative design.
To meet the challenging requirements which are posed by society towards the
air transport system, trans-disciplinary integration is mandatory today [16]. Following the current trend, organisations tend to incorporate more and more disciplinary knowledge bearers into their design processes developing from intra- to interdisciplinary collaboration. The MDO methodologies progress from
multidisciplinary to highly integrated interdisciplinary collaboration.
The best-known facilities and working groups that subsume under the CE label
and concern applications in aerospace engineering are listed in Table 1. Our project iTALENT at DLR is engaged in constructing an experimental collaborative
design environment called Integrated Design Lab (IDL). It is a place where experiments concerning collaboration are conducted. Rather than emphasising the service character of a facility, IDL serves systematic development and examination
of improved methods for (concurrent and co-located) collaboration in the design
of the air transport system. Additionally, it provides the technical infrastructure for
enhanced communication between engineers and serves as a test bench for experimentation with collaboration methods. The following section describes the pilot
study carried out in the IDL, which has led to the prototype platform described in
the third section. The paper is concluded by a discussion and outlook.
Table 1: Interdisciplinary co-located design institutions in aerospace applications
Name

Full name
Aerospace Systems
Design Laboratory

Institution
Georgia Tech School of
Aerospace Engineering

PDC

Project Design Center

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL)

Los Angeles (USA) 1994

CDC

Concept Design Center

The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo (USA)

1997

CDF

Concurrent Design
Facility

ESA ESTEC

Noordwijk (NL)

1998

IDC

Integrated Design
Center

NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC)

Greenbelt (USA)

2003

CDL

Concurrent Design
Laboratory

York University

Toronto (CA)

2006

CEF

Concurrent Engineering
Facility

DLR System Analysis Space
Segment (SARA)

Bremen (GER)

2008

IESTA

Infrastructure for Evaluating Air Transport Systems

ONERA Long-term Design &
Systems Integration Department

Toulouse (FR)

2008

ASDL

Location
Atlanta (USA)

Founded

Focus

1992 aerospace systems and complex design
develop, promote and support the
use of concurrent engineering
techniques by JPL design teams
rapid development of conceptual
designs for new space systems with
corporate engineering experts
facility allowing teams of experts to apply
concurrent engineering methods to the
design of future space missions
collaborative engineering facility for
space missions in all phases of design,
including a VR facility
support for the Space Mission Analysis
and Design course at York University
feasibility studies in the conceptual
phase for space systems and missions,
transfer to other fields foreseen
assessing the impact of new
technologies air transportation system

Ref.
2,27
21,31
3,32
6,7,
12
17,19
13,26
14,
29,30
15,18
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2 Pilot Study
After introducing the current state of multidisciplinary collaboration within DLR,
the current section presents the overall goals of the pilot study being performed in
the IDL and shows the general requirements on the laboratory.

2.1 Background
To get to a point of highly integrated multidisciplinary collaborative design, the
following phases can be identified:
The first phase consists of the core development of specialised analysis tools.
This development is often driven by disciplinary needs and interests. Collaboration is possible by offering access to the software program through the source
code, an executable file or a remote network access. Administration of individual tools is decentralised. The responsible departments thereby maintain sovereignty over their code.
 The second phase crystallised during former DLR projects and concerns the
creation of common interfaces between disciplinary tools. Since interface is a
very generic term, the approach taken in the projects was to define a common
data format which is used to store and transfer data via lower-level data interfaces [4,5,25]. The XML-based Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration
Schema (CPACS) is nowadays used to foster data exchange between disciplinary analysis tools.
 The third phase is the meaningful combination and interpretation of aggregated
workflows. After combining the disciplinary software tools in workflows, both
the overall and individual results generated by the workflow components are
validated. A plausible discussion and verification of generated results requires a
certain process and maturity of a working group's understanding of the overall
field of investigation. The term Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimisation (MDAO), coined by NASA, emphasises the actual analysis of the overall system, the understanding of the problem, and the process to its creation.
 The fourth phase in integrated design is formed by the application of a collaborative design workflow to find solutions for a specific design exercise; this level can be seen as a concurrent design session. During such a session, disciplinary experts gather in the IDL to monitor disciplinary results and bring in their
disciplinary expertise. A major investigation concerns finding efficient methods
of communication between these experts.


In future (fifth phase) projects, knowledge gained from levels three and four can
be reintroduced into core development activities to improve and accelerate development. While in earlier interdisciplinary collaboration projects at DLR focus was
mainly put on the first and second phase of design collaboration, the current pro-
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ject Virtual Aircraft Multidisciplinary Analysis and Design Process (VAMP) aims
at creating an improved understanding of the collaborative build-up process, advancing towards the ability to collaboratively conduct novel aircraft design exercises. During the VAMP project, creating a platform for collaborative research is
targeted. Aside from extending technical interfacing possibilities, focus is also on
gaining experience on implementing collaboration processes on an expert level.
To aid in these advancements, the iTALENT project functions as the experimental
hub to leverage experimentation of collaborative factors like visualisation, group
seating arrangement, moderation of work sessions and communication in general.

2.2 Requirements
The origin of the present study is the elicitation and definition of requirements for
a multidisciplinary collaborative laboratory that lead to the construction of the
IDL. Several usage scenarios have been defined and analysed regarding a previously defined set of feature categories. The selection and type of features considered is certainly arbitrary and not necessarily exhaustive, but nevertheless useful
because they lead to verifiable requirements:








type of video signal (output, distribution, input)
layout of visualisation / type of contents to stream
available software collection
remote software and remote desktop access
logging and recording
data exchange and storage
spatial range of motion and interaction









usage of displays – connection type and signal no.
network connectivity, security and privacy
support for spontaneous software installations
mobile computing and input support
conduct and moderation
seating arrangement
necessary roles of supporting personnel

The list puts primarily a focus on technical aspects concerning the room design,
lab infrastructure and equipment. For each feature, a rough solution space was
created and options for implementation were investigated. A morphological analysis was performed by reflecting the requirements during identified usage scenarios, in order to obtain the most suitable combination of laboratory feature options.
Non-technical requirements concern, e.g., the organisation of collaborative
work, and often cut across several of the technical aspects and cannot be separated
or validated that easily. Expected gains and features of these also cannot easily be
predicted but will evolve and develop over time when practical knowledge in experimental design sessions is gathered. Among these somewhat vaguely defined
requirements are:
 improving interdisciplinary communication
 accelerating decision making processes during
conceptual studies

 improving integration methods with external partners

 improving (practical) knowledge management
 developing visualisation modes for interdisciplinary
knowledge exchange

 offering integration services and supporting partners
in efficient model integration
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In order to arrive at a laboratory in which systematic experimentation is possible,
the (technical) requirements for its design are described. Thereafter some preliminary results of initial collaborative design sessions are presented.
Visualisation is a powerful tool for collaboration and knowledge transfer. In
order to work collaboratively on projects concerning the entire air transportation
system, numerous different visualisation contents have to be displayed simultaneously. For instance, 3D-drawings of concept aircraft, data tables displaying physical properties of the design, world maps showing route networks and aircraft
movements, plots of costs or emissions and so on.
Beside a large screen size and omnipresent presentation possibilities, an important factor is to use the available space efficiently for the given use case. The
visualization capabilities are important for the participants to integrate their results, which are computed beforehand or developed during the design session on
their own computers. Therefore, a hardware and software environment will be established., This allows not only to display global contents from the host computer,
but also data coming in from connected mobile, remote or stationary computers of
all participants.
Network. Solutions regarding network infrastructure are widely available.
However, when collaborating with external partners, the problem of security, trust
and adjustable access to mutual data emerges. A central visualisation server,
which has several network adapters, provides a single point of administration.
This makes network separation and security administration manageable.
Seating arrangement needs to adapt to the specific mode of interaction, which
varies according to the specific problem. Furthermore, collaboration methods will
evolve over time, so a flexible configurable approach to seat and desk positions is
best suited for the IDL. For example, a half-circular arrangement in front of a
large display area as used in general control rooms could be advantageous for
communication and viewing perspective. This, however, only works for a limited
number of participants since face to face distances might become too large. Alternatively, if the communication between the attendees is of higher priority than unobstructed sight, a horseshoe configuration can be more suitable due to the small
communication distances between attendees. Also a configuration with multiple
rows of seats should be possible in case of presentations in front of a big audience.
Finally, for more focused work groups, an “island” configuration could be the best
choice. This arrangement is applied, e.g., in the ASDL (Table 1) and facilitates
communication within small groups, but might discourage communication with
users of other table groups.
Requirements derived from the seating considerations include the creation of
work spaces which can easily and quickly be rearranged without re-plugging lots
of cables. The system must also be modular, as the number of required work spaces varies from application to application.
Knowledge management. Properly managing the generated knowledge is of
paramount importance during the design of complex systems. Especially due to
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the current trend in ever increasing available computational power, large amounts
of data are generated and need to be properly interpreted and processed.
Knowledge of an explicit nature can be saved and – where possible – converted
into design rules. By programming these design rules in a flexible design system,
repetitive tasks can be automated and more time is left to the engineers for creative design tasks [28]. Especially during these creative tasks, an important factor is
managing tacit or implicit knowledge of the disciplinary experts involved. As part
of ongoing investigations, the application of practical knowledge management
methodologies and guidelines for moderators aid in executing the identified fourth
phase of multidisciplinary collaborative design. Since it is foreseen to execute unconventional air transportation system design tasks within the IDL, efficiently integrating expert observations and opinions in the design process is an important
requirement. During practical application sessions within the IDL, the required
knowledge to be provided and its corresponding visual form will be identified.
Finding a proper balance between flexibility and performance of the knowledge
provision on the one hand, and providing the right transparency and data security
on the other hand is therein required.
According to the exemplary technical and non-technical requirements, a prototypical infrastructure for the IDL has been derived. As shown in Figure 1, participants
are able to connect with each other and with the central system through various
input connections, both local and remote. Access to central computing resources is
provided, and a moderator may have control over the workflow steering and the
data to display. The connection to a common visualisation wall is shown at the
bottom part of the figure.
Display Input

Cockpit Input

Workstation Input

Integration Framework

Data Interface

Desktop
Computers

Input
Computer

Periphery

AppGate
Programs
(pre-installed)

e.g. CPACS

Flight
Simulator

Telecommunication
Net Meeting

Retrieval & Rollback

Central
Computer

Display Connections
Storage &
Backup

Process & Workflow
Control

AppGate
Interfaces

Process
Management
Terminal

HPC Cluster

Collaboration
Visualisation
Recording
Playback

Multi
Screen
Controller

Multi Screen
Management

Input Devices

Visualisation
Terminal

Output

Figure 1 Schematic of the IDL's technical infrastructure
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3 Prototype
The first stage of the Integrated Design Laboratory, the so-called basic platform,
has been built up inside an office building in Hamburg-Harburg.
Beside the main design room, the laboratory is equipped with an additional
meeting room for discussions within smaller groups, and a lobby to welcome and
cater guests, as well as for the important socialising part of gatherings. This
“lounge” strives to provide a more relaxed atmosphere, in contrast to the workoriented efficient atmosphere emanating from the design room. Figure 2 shows the
IDL room layout schematically. The implementation of the basic platform has
been realised according to the requirements identified beforehand.
Visualisation. The IDL prototype uses a mobile preliminary visualisation wall
to allow for the evaluation of different geometrical constellations. The front projection system is divided into three separate screens with a total size of 10×2.25m.
To share screen content with all attendees on the visualisation wall, different
hardware and software solutions are considered. A mainly hardware-oriented solution is found in transmitting the VGA or HDMI signals from participants' laptops
to a central visualisation computer. This solution does not require any hardware or
software modifications on the participants' laptops, but requires dedicated hardware and software on the visualization computer. Since either no contents or the
complete screen can be shared, this is not considered to be the most flexible solution. Another approach is not to hardwire the display output of participants, but to
stream (partial) screen contents via network connections. This solution requires
dedicated software to be installed on participants' laptops as well as on the visualisation computer. In return it does not require any dedicated hardware, provided
that all computers have a sufficiently fast network connection and allows for sharing partial screen contents.
In case of the IDL, a combination of both approaches is applied. In general, the
second approach is implemented, using a commercial software suite of a major
display hardware manufacturer. With the help of A/D converters able of transferring VGA or HDMI signals via Ethernet, computers which for security reasons
cannot be connected to the network may still share their visual data.
Server
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Figure 2: Floor plan of the Integrated Design Laboratory
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Figure 3: Design Session inside the IDL basic platform with (A) horseshoe and (B) islands seating arrangement.

Seating arrangement. For the workplaces of the prototype laboratory, movable desks for one or two participants have been chosen. This is considered to be
the most flexible and economical way to start performing exploratory design sessions. Desk weight and seating comfort were considered, and desks were equipped
with rollers. There is one tiltable and turnable monitor per desk which can be used
by each of the desk users in addition to their individual laptops.
A more demanding aspect in this context is realising a cable management, suitable for performing ad-hoc changes in the arrangement, without the need to replug dozens of power, Ethernet and image transmission cables. The concept realised inside the IDL is to build up a daisy chain between the tables, starting from
central hubs located at the two pillars in the middle and at the front side of the
room. Each table has inputs for power and Ethernet on one side and outlets build
right into the table surface. Power strips and Gigabit switches are installed under
each table and provide ports to the attendees via table tanks and also provided as
outputs on the other side of the table.
This concept allows placing the tables anywhere in the room, connected by a
single wiring harness. It significantly reduces cable clutter throughout the room as
well as the time effort for changing the arrangement. However, considerations of
transmission performance have to be taken into account, when continuously
streaming large amounts of data.
Further conceptual work regarding network and knowledge management requirements mentioned in the previous section will be approached within the upcoming project phases.
Preliminary test cases and future studies. During the intermediate VAMP
project meeting held in the IDL in April 2012, general consensus on the application of the latest major upgrade of the CPACS data exchange format was required
(cf. Section 2). Therefore, a group-oriented horseshoe seating arrangement was
chosen (cf. Figure 3A), promoting efficient plenary discussions. The visualisation
wall was used for guiding plenary discussions, among others by using illustrative
presentations and flexible mind-mapping software. The interactive involvement of
the participants has contributed to the efficient and effective establishment of consensus, and was positively experienced. A design session focusing on the applica-
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tion of a distributed collaborative workflow environment for solving engineering
problems was held in an “islands” seating arrangement, to promote bilateral interactions (cf. Figure 3B). The visualisation wall was used for showing presentations,
software applications and overall calculation results. The threshold for data exchange and communication appears to be relatively low using this setup. During
upcoming meetings, more seating arrangements and visualisation methodologies
will be examined and compared to gain experience on efficient collaboration.
The next meeting of the VAMP project will be held at the end of 2012, in
which – aside recording the lessons learned during the collaboration project – the
generated collaborative design workflow will be applied to obtain an initial design
for a quiet short range aircraft. Disciplines explicitly included in the design are
aerodynamics, structures, landing gear design, stability analysis, mission simulation, noise and pollution analysis, and engine analysis. Remaining disciplines in
aircraft design are currently covered by the in-house developed conceptual aircraft
design tool VAMPzero [10]. During the design session, an important focus will be
placed on creating mutual understanding of involved disciplines, by effectively using visualisation possibilities and interaction methods within the IDL.
Another upcoming project meeting inside the IDL will be the review meeting
for the project Climate-compatible Air Transport System (CATS) [22,23], scheduled for October 2012. Within this project, the climate impact of a certain aircraft
has been analysed for a large amount of flight routes. Different operating points of
Mach numbers and cruise altitudes have been simulated to determine the optimal
trade-off between climate impact and operation costs.
The review meeting is of special interest for the IDL development, as it will be
the first meeting where a specifically programmed visualisation application developed for the lab will be applied. This visualization application contains graphical
user interfaces to navigate through routes on a world map and plot detailed simulation results for certain routes and trajectories. It also contains an option to visualise single or multiple simulated missions. The multi-level concept of the IDL visualisation application is outlined in Figure 4. It is planned to extend the
visualisation application and to apply it for other project or review meetings.

Figure 4: Multi-level approach of the IDL visualisation application
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4 Conclusion and Outlook
The basic platform concept of the Integrated Design Laboratory has been presented. In the IDL, an increase in collaboration efficiency is achieved by leveraging visual media, reducing communication barriers and applying collaborative design methods in a teamwork-oriented environment.
By the end of 2012, the basic platform of the IDL will be upgraded into a second stage, the more advanced research platform. With this stage, the preliminary
visualisation wall will be replaced by a high-end solution, removing the wellknown disadvantages of front projections and thus allowing project work with external partners as well. The third stage of IDL, the application platform, will be introduced in 2013 and targets an overall finalised state concerning mechanical and
electrical installations, as well as provided software and hardware. In addition to
the progress regarding technical requirements, the focus of further studies will be
mainly on the improvement of collaboration and design methodologies that build
upon this progress.
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